MAP YOUR REMOTE COURSE
Starting with Learning Outcomes
Looking for a place to start developing your remote course? Want to decrease the time it takes to build your
iLearn or Canvas course site? Mapping your course before you build it, is similar to creating a blueprint before
you build your house. The top three XCITE recommendations when designing your remote course are:
Start Small. Start by redesigning an activity or a week. Don’t think if it as a full course yet.
Chunk Your Content. Make your online lectures no longer than 10 – 15 minutes. Divide them into
specific topics.
Have a Plan and be Consistent. Map your remote course to speed up the course development
process, be consistent in your design, and provide thoughtful activities to promote deeper
understanding of important ideas.
Start mapping your remote course by creating five columns and ten rows in a Word document. Name the
columns from left to right as Week, Learning Outcomes, Assessments, Activities, Technology. Identify which
week in your course will have the most interaction. Starting with your most active week will give you a good
idea of what tools are available to support your vision and how much time it will take you to complete your
course design. For example:

Work left to right, starting with the end in mind. When writing your learning outcomes use measurable active
verbs. Next, identify what types of assessments you will use to measure if students have reached the learning
outcomes. Identify the types of activities you will offer students to help students be successful on the
assessments and reach the learning outcomes. Finally, identify the technology needed to build and distribute
the content. Please consider adding learning outcomes to your syllabus to help your students prepare for
success in your course.
If you would like to discuss the first draft of your mapped activity or week, reach out to an XCITE consultant at
xcite-help@ucr.edu.
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